1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Akinesia, the inability to initiate and execute movements, is a key aspect of impaired motor performance in patients suffering from Parkinson\'s disease (PD). Once set in motion, kinetic function in PD is abnormally slow and reduced in amplitude. Furthermore, dynamic motor output of PD patients shows a disturbed temporal coordination, resulting in a set of characteristic movement irregularities ([@bb001]). Gait and speech of PD patients are often hastened, rapid alternating movements are difficult to perform, and motor synchronization to sensory stimuli is globally impaired. A candidate neuronal mechanism involved in these dysregulations of motor rhythmicity in PD patients may encompass pathological levels of oscillatory brain activity within coupled subcortical and cortical networks ([@bb002]; [@bb003]).

A characteristic signature of ongoing neuronal activity in the dopamine-depleted motor circuitries of PD patients is abnormal coupling at beta frequencies (13--30 Hz). Beta activity is excessively synchronized within and between functionally interconnected nodes in the basal ganglia (BG), thalamus and cortex, eventually resulting in impaired motor function ([@bb004]; [@bb005]; [@bb006]; [@bb007]). Both dopaminergic medication and deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (STN-DBS) reduce beta-band coupling within and between structures of this functional loop in PD patients. At the same time, these neuromodulatory interventions restore physiological motor output, supporting the functional significance of beta oscillations for information processing in the motor domain ([@bb008]; [@bb009]). Beyond the antikinetic effects of elevated beta-band activity in the resting brain state, their dynamic modulation is impaired in PD as well ([@bb0010]). Impaired beta modulation may lead to deficient dynamic scaling and sequencing of complex sensorimotor processes such as gait ([@bb0011]), speech ([@bb0012]) and repetitive movements ([@bb0013]).

External sensory stimuli can temporarily ameliorate some of the motor disabilities of PD patients ([@bb0014]; [@bb0015]). As an example, rhythmic auditory stimulation (RAS) improves dysrhythmic locomotion and is frequently used to treat gait disturbances in advanced stages of PD ([@bb0016]). However, sensory facilitation by RAS depends on the stimulation frequency --- with slower presentation rates being more effective than fast rhythms ([@bb0017]). Hitherto, little is known concerning the neural processing of RAS in PD patients. More specifically, BG-cortex circuits play a critical role modulating beta-band activity during synchronization tasks as timekeeper for movements ([@bb0018]; [@bb0019]; [@bb0020]), but it remains unknown how STN-DBS and dopaminergic medication influence the cortical response profile to RAS in the absence of overt movement.

As a first step, we re-addressed the question whether treatment with levodopa or STN-DBS induces significant changes in ongoing EEG activity focusing, in particular, on the beta-band. To this end, we analyzed the resting state EEG of patients with advanced PD before (DOPA-OFF versus DOPA-ON) and after STN-DBS surgery (OFF-DBS versus ON-DBS). In order to examine the specific influence of BG circuit modulation on rhythm-related auditory processing, we then explored the neurophysiological signatures of RAS in a passive listening paradigm with slow (≤2 Hz) and fast (≥4 Hz) stimulus presentation rates under these four experimental conditions. Since beta-oscillatory signals reflect timekeeping functions in healthy people ([@bb0021]), we hypothesized that RAS would reveal an altered beta-band response profile in patients with PD.

2. Material and methods {#sec2}
=======================

All statistical values are given as mean ± SD unless noted otherwise. Auditory evoked potential analysis of this dataset has been reported elsewhere ([@bb0022]).

2.1. Patients & control participants {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------

The present investigation was conducted in agreement with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki, 1967) and the local ethics committee approved the procedures. All participants provided written informed consent. Twelve patients (7 female, 5 male, mean age: 61 ± 6 years) with a diagnosis of advanced idiopathic PD (mean disease duration: 14 ± 3 years, Hoehn & Yahr stage: 3 ± 1; [@bb0023]) and twelve healthy control persons matched in sex, age and education (8 female, 4 male, mean age: 65 ± 8 years) participated. All participants declared normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Patients underwent bilateral microelectrode-guided implantation of DBS electrodes in the STN. Pre-operatively, all PD patients showed a significant improvement of the motor-subscore (III) of the Unified Parkinson\'s Disease Rating Scale ([@bb0024]) following intake of levodopa. The mean motor score after overnight withdrawal of anti-parkinsonian medication was 32 ± 12, while after intake of levodopa it was reduced to 18 ± 9 (t(11) = −5.54; p = 0.0002; paired t-test). This was a mean symptom improvement of 44%. Pre-operatively, the daily levodopa-equivalent dose was 1132 ± 420 mg. During the period of post-operative recordings, it was reduced to 663 ± 354 mg (t(22) = 2.96; p = 0.0073; paired t-test; conversion factors used for the calculation of levodopa equivalent daily dose after [@bb0025]). Importantly, all patients demonstrated an adequate global intellectual capacity, when tested with the Mini-Mental Status Exam ([@bb0026]; mean score: 29 ± 1) and the Mattis Dementia Rating Scale ([@bb0027]; mean score: 143 ± 0.5). Furthermore, they fulfilled other inclusion criteria for STN-DBS, such as no structural alterations on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and no concomitant severe medical comorbidities. Further clinical details are summarized in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.

2.2. Surgical procedures {#sec2.2}
------------------------

For all patients DBS electrodes (model 3389, Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) and stimulators (Kinetra model 7428 in 7 patients and Activa PC model 37,601 in 5 patients, Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) were implanted at the Department of Neurosurgery at the University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany. In short, an MRI-compatible Zamorano--Dujovny frame (Stryker Leibinger) was tightly secured with pins on the patient\'s head. Gadolinium-enhanced volumetric T1 MRI and T2-weighted spin echo MRI sequences were first acquired, and were then fused with computerized tomography scans by means of iPlan (Brainlab), a commercial treatment planning software. Through this procedure, both commissures, the STN-nigra complex and blood vessels could be delineated with high resolution. A reference line connecting the anterior and posterior commissure (AC--PC line) was then determined. The intended target coordinates for the STN were 11.5--12.5 mm from the midline, 1--2 mm behind the midcommissural point and 2 mm below the line connecting anterior and posterior commissure. For the surgical implantation of the electrodes, burr holes of 8--10 mm diameter were fashioned 1--3 cm anterior to the left and right coronal suture. Further details concerning the surgical procedure are reported in [@bb0028].

Successful placement of the implanted DBS electrodes in the region of the STN was assessed by intra-operative microelectrode recordings, by effective intra-operative macrostimulation, by stereotactic reconstruction of electrode contacts on post-operative stereotactic CT scans fused with pre-operative MRIs, and by a significant improvement in the post-operative UPDRS motor score in DOPA-OFF condition: ON-DBS (20 ± 8) vs. OFF-DBS (40 ± 10; t(9) = −7.89; p \< 0.0001; paired t-test). Two patients were excluded from this paired t-test due to missing post-operative UPDRS scores. Post-operatively, none of the patients showed signs of accidental stimulation of fiber tracks running in the neighboring internal capsule or lemniscal radiation.

2.3. Protocol {#sec2.3}
-------------

The first experimental sessions took place 6 ± 5 days before the implantation of bilateral STN-DBS electrodes for treatment of PD, the second experimental sessions 5 ± 2 months following DBS surgery. In the pre-operative recording sessions, patients were assessed in (i) DOPA-ON and (ii) DOPA-OFF conditions. These two pre-operative recordings always took place on two subsequent days and the order in which the two conditions were recorded was counterbalanced. PD patients were tested after an overnight period of withdrawal from medication (DOPA-OFF condition). It is of note that all post-operative recordings also took place after overnight withdrawal of anti-parkinsonian medication on two different days. Post-operatively, the two experimental conditions were: (iii) ON-DBS, i.e., during bilateral therapeutic STN-DBS with high-frequencies (130--240 Hz) and (iv) OFF-DBS, i.e., with the DBS device switched off. For each subject, stimulation contacts, amplitude and pulse duration were the same as for therapeutic high-frequency stimulation (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). After switching off the therapeutic high-frequencies DBS, a period of time ≥25 min was elapsed before starting the recordings in the OFF-DBS condition. This period has previously been demonstrated to be long enough to induce a significant worsening of motor symptoms following discontinuation of STN-DBS ([@bb0029]), and this is also in line with clinical observations in our patient group.

2.4. Experimental setup and stimuli {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------

The EEG-recordings took place in a darkened, sound-attenuated chamber. Participants were comfortably seated in front of a 21-inch monitor at a viewing distance of 155 cm, and written instructions of the task were presented. Participants were asked to fixate at a white cross (diameter: 3 cm) and to listen passively to the presented auditory stimuli without moving. Stimuli consisted of rhythmic metronome-like clicks presented at 11 different stimulation rates, from 1 to 6 Hz rhythms in steps of 0.5 Hz. For each rhythm-block, a series of 75 clicks were presented. The order of the blocks was pseudo-randomized across sessions and participants. Blocks were separated by a silent pause of 6 s. Single clicks with a duration of 13 ms each, were presented at 70 dB (SPL) through two loudspeakers located in front of the participant\'s head (Bose companion 2, series II, Framingham, MA, USA). At the end of the task, participants were asked to sit quietly and fixate the white cross in front of them for 1 min in order to record ongoing EEG. Tri-axial accelerometers fixed on both index fingers (Freescale Semiconductor, MMA7260QT) permitted both on-line monitoring and post-hoc quantitation of resting tremor episodes during the recordings. Participants\' awareness was constantly tracked throughout the experimental session with the help of EEG and electrooculogram (EOG) parameters and video/intercom surveillance.

2.5. EEG recordings {#sec2.5}
-------------------

EEG activity was recorded referenced to the nose tip from 62 active Ag/AgCl scalp electrodes mounted in an elastic cap with equidistant montage (EASYCAP GmbH, Herrsching, Germany). The electrodes had integrated impedance converters fitted directly into the electrode in order to minimize noise from the surrounding area as well as from movement artifacts. This aspect was of particular importance for EEG recordings in PD patients with resting tremor (see below). In order to record EOG activities, two electrodes were placed below the eyes. Accelerometer signals were collected simultaneously with the EEG activity. The data were bandpass-filtered (0.016--250 Hz) and digitized (sampling rate: 1000 Hz) using BrainAmp amplifiers (BrainProducts, Munich, Germany). Signal analyses were performed using Matlab 7.10 (MathWorks, Natick, MA), and two freely available open source toolboxes, EEGLAB 6.03b ([@bb0030]) and FieldTrip ([@bb0031]). Statistical analysis of the EEG was restricted to a central region of interest (ROI), comprising the electrodes with the largest auditory responses. This ROI included the averaged signal of the vertex electrode Cz and of six neighboring electrodes (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A). The sensor-level analysis of EEG data in our study precludes precise statements concerning the specific neural sources. However, it is likely that neuronal activity from frontal cortical areas, supplementary motor area and perhaps more posteriorly located motor areas was picked up by sensors within the central ROI. Thus, the chosen ROI was strategically positioned to sample activity from cortical areas and neural systems with particular relevance to interval timing, rhythm perception, and auditory--motor coordination ([@bb0021]; [@bb0033]; [@bb0034]; [@bb0019]; [@bb0036]; [@bb0037]).

2.6. Artifact removal {#sec2.6}
---------------------

A two-step procedure was performed to remove artifacts ([@bb00115]). First, epochs containing non-stereotyped artifacts (e.g., cable movement, swallowing) were removed. Compromised electrode traces were replaced by interpolated data. After the reduction of the number of components to 32 by principal component analysis, extended infomax independent component analysis (ICA) was applied using a weight change \<10^−6^ as stop criterion. Independent components representing artifacts (e.g., DBS artifacts, eye blinks, saccadic activity, ECG artifacts) were removed from the EEG data by back projecting all but these components. Low-pass filtering (cut-off frequencies at 100 and 48 Hz for time--frequency and power spectrum analysis, respectively) strongly reduced DBS-related artifacts. Despite this, artifacts related to electrical stimulation within the analyzed frequency-range were still present in 5 patients. ICA components representing stimulation artifacts were clearly discernible due to their circumscribed scalp distribution involving few neighboring EEG-electrodes positioned over one or both DBS-electrodes. Furthermore, these artifacts were characterized by a highly regular and stereotypical appearance throughout the whole recording time as well as by unphysiologically sharp peaks in their activity power spectra. As a final step, outlier epoch-values were automatically detected and rejected (threshold criterion: ±100 µV).

In the present study four patients showed resting tremor. To limit the influence of tremor-related muscle artifacts, active EEG electrodes were used and statistical analyses of EEG activities were confined to the central ROI. Additionally, epochs with extensive tremor artifacts were excluded and ICA components representing tremor artifacts were removed from the EEG data. Application of this procedure ensured that for each participant at least 90% of all recorded trials could be retained.

2.7. Power spectrum analysis {#sec2.7}
----------------------------

A power spectrum analysis (Fast Fourier Transform) of the resting-state EEG was performed using EEGLAB. Raw data were first low-pass filtered (48 Hz), downsampled to 500 Hz and then high-pass filtered (2 Hz). A linear-phase FIR filter design using least-squares error minimization was applied. 60-point low-pass filtering was performed and the low-pass transition bandwidth was 7 Hz. For high-pass, a 750-point filtering was performed and the high-pass transition bandwidth was 0.3 Hz. This procedure minimized the contribution of movement artifacts, slow drifts (\<2 Hz) and the largest part of the stimulation artifacts in the ON-DBS condition (≥130 Hz) as well as line noise (50 Hz) artifacts. Filtering and application of the above mentioned two-step procedure ensured that at least 50 s of the resting-state EEG recordings could be retained for each participant (mean: 56 ± 4 s). Mean absolute power and mean relative power were computed. Relative power is not influenced by factors such as electrode impedance, skull thickness or skin conductance. Therefore it is often preferred over absolute power representations. However, the interpretation of variations in frequency bands or group comparisons may be difficult when relying exclusively at relative power values, since frequencies in relative power are not quantified independently of each other ([@bb0038]; [@bb0039]). To facilitate the evaluation of precise contributions to changes in relative power, we decided to present relative power measures in conjunction with absolute power ([@bb0038]). For the relative power spectrum, we divided every bin (n = 94) of the power spectrum by the sum of the full band power (2--48 Hz). Average power was then computed separately for the 5 main frequency bands: delta (2--4 Hz), theta (4--8 Hz), alpha (8--13 Hz), beta (13--30 Hz) and gamma (30--48 Hz). In the case of absolute power, average power values for the 5 main frequency bands were computed.

To compare changes of resting-state power spectra under different conditions and in different groups, we first performed transformations towards the normal distribution for absolute and relative band power as suggested by [@bb0041]: log *x* for absolute power and log \[*x* / (1 − *x*)\] for relative power, where *x* represents the absolute and the relative band power, respectively. We then performed the statistical analysis for the 5 main frequency bands. To test the variance of the five frequency bands in the different therapy conditions and groups, ANOVAs with repeated measures were performed in PASW statistics (PASW Statistics for Mac version 18.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). For interaction effects Greenhouse--Geisser corrected p-values are reported if sphericity was violated (Mauchly\'s sphericity test). Degrees of freedom are reported uncorrected. To test the effect of different treatments on the relative and absolute power distribution in comparison to healthy controls, four separate ANOVAs were performed for the four experimental conditions (DOPA-ON, DOPA-OFF, ON-DBS and OFF-DBS) vs. controls. The repeated measures factor Frequency-Bands had 5 levels (relative or absolute power in the five different frequency bands). Each between-subjects factor had two levels (each of the four PD-patients conditions vs. controls). To test the effect of different treatments on the relative and absolute power distribution in comparison to each other, six repeated measures ANOVAs were performed with the within-subject factors Frequency-Bands and all combinations of experimental conditions. In case of a significant main effect for Group or for Treatment (i.e., levodopa, surgery and DBS) or an interaction effect with Frequency-Bands, subsequent post-hoc analyses with regard to single band differences between Groups or Treatments were performed (two-sample t-test, pooled for comparisons between patients and control groups or paired-sample t-test for comparisons between the patients conditions). Correction for multiple comparisons is a relevant general topic concerning the analysis of non-random biological, clinical and physiological data, where real associations are to be expected and a priori hypotheses are generally formulated ([@bb0042]). As stated in the introduction, we expect a reduction of the pathologically increased beta-band activity of PD patients following levodopa and DBS treatments. Having generated a specific hypothesis concerning the differences in resting-state EEG beta-band activity in PD patients implies that post-hoc procedures (usually used for exploratory studies, where no specific a priori hypotheses have been made), and the associated adjustments for multiple comparisons, would not strictly be necessary, as they are reducing type I errors at the expense of increasing type II errors ([@bb0043]; [@bb0044]; [@bb0042]). Nevertheless, for both absolute and relative power, the alpha level of post-hoc analyses was conservatively Bonferroni-corrected for the 5 frequency bands (i.e., p \< 0.01).

2.8. Time--frequency and inter-trial coherence analysis {#sec2.8}
-------------------------------------------------------

For the analysis of spectral changes in oscillatory activity, continuous raw data were first low-pass filtered (100 Hz), downsampled to 500 Hz and then high-pass filtered (2 Hz). A linear-phase FIR filter design using least-squares error minimization was applied. 30-point low-pass filtering was performed and the low-pass transition bandwidth was 1 Hz. For high-pass, a 750-point filtering was performed and the high-pass transition bandwidth was 0.3 Hz. Artifact removal was carried out as described above. Epochs were then extracted from the continuous data starting 500 ms before click onset and lasting for 1000 ms after click onset. Baseline correction was applied in the interval from −500 ms to stimulus onset. Finally, outlier epoch-values were automatically detected and rejected setting a threshold value of ±100 µV. For each channel, time--frequency analysis was performed on frequencies from 3 to 100 Hz (step size 1 Hz) using a "Hanning" taper. Using a sliding window approach the taper (length 100 ms) was moved from −0.3 to 0.7 s in steps of 5 ms. A 100 ms time window results in a frequency resolution that is best for frequencies above 10 Hz. Since we were most interested in beta frequencies (13--30 Hz), the choice of the above-mentioned taper settings offered a good temporal resolution for this frequency of interest. Furthermore the relatively short time window of 100 ms prevented temporal smearing in the lower frequencies, which was important with respect to the short ISIs of the paradigm.

For time--frequency analyses, Fourier transformation was performed on the single-trial level prior to averaging. The resulting total power contains both signal components phase-locked and non-phase-locked to the stimulus. Power was then baseline corrected for each frequency to obtain the relative signal change: P(*t*,*f*)~corrected~ = 100 × (P(*t*,*f*) -- P(*f*)~baseline~) / P(*f*)~baseline~. The mean value across the whole epoch served as baseline. This procedure avoids the introduction of noise from the baseline into the activation period. Furthermore, an inter-trial coherence (ITC) analysis was performed by averaging the phase of the complex spectral estimates across single trials ([@bb0045]; [@bb0046]). ITC is a univariate measure reflecting the phase-locking for specific frequencies at a single channel over trials. Thus, it differs from bivariate coherence measures which reflect phase-locking between two separate channels ([@bb0047]; [@bb0048]). Values ranging from 0 to 1 indicate how the phases are distributed with respect to stimulus onset: a value of zero means complete randomly distributed phases, while a value of 1 represents a perfect phase-locking to the stimulus. Mean total power in the frequency range from 3 to 80 Hz was calculated and plotted for all experimental conditions in PD patients and for the control group. Time courses of single band power change were calculated and plotted as the mean across the frequencies from 4 to 7.5 Hz (theta), 8--12 Hz (alpha), 13--30 Hz (beta) and 31--80 Hz (gamma).

For statistical analysis in the frequency domain, we separated the rhythm conditions into two main groups: (i) rhythmic auditory stimulation presented at slow rates (1, 1.5 and 2 Hz, hereafter referred to as "slow RAS") and (ii) fast auditory pacing (4, 4.5 and 5 Hz, "fast RAS"). This subdivision was suggested by clinical observations and reports in the literature that RAS at 1--2 Hz is particularly helpful to alleviate motor impairments, especially gait disturbances, observed in PD ([@bb0017]; [@bb0016]). In contrast, auditory--motor coupling is severely impaired in response to RAS with frequencies \>3 Hz ([@bb0050]; [@bb0051]; [@bb0052]; [@bb0053]). Several reports in healthy participants converge on the existence of two distinct timing mechanisms for discrete (\<2 Hz) and continuous (\>3 Hz) movements ([@bb0054]; [@bb0055]; [@bb0056]; [@bb0037]). Furthermore, the change from a transient to a steady-state cortical activity, as indexed by the overlap of neuronal responses during fast auditory pacing, starts at RAS above 2 Hz ([@bb0058]). To avoid overlap between these two putatively distinct timing mechanisms, we excluded auditory stimulation rates between 2.5 and 3.5 Hz. Moreover, the two fastest auditory stimulation rates (5.5 and 6 Hz) were excluded from further analysis to avoid excessive overlapping of power change resettings due to the temporal proximity of auditory events and to guarantee a balanced comparison of three slow vs. three fast RAS conditions, respectively. Grouping three slow and three fast frequencies increased the trial number for each condition from 75 to 225, thus increasing the statistical power for the analyses. Moreover, this approach reduced the number of tests between auditory stimulation conditions, minimizing the probability of type-I statistical errors. Note that the epochs defined here (from −0.2 to 0.5 s relative to stimulus onset) are often longer than the inter-stimulus intervals (ISI) and thus contain responses to more than one stimulus. This is particularly relevant for the "fast RAS" group containing auditory pacing frequencies up to 5 Hz (i.e., with an ISI interval of 200 ms). Two adjacent peri-stimulus time-windows were considered for non-parametric cluster-based statistical analysis. A pre-stimulus time-window ranging from −80 to 0 ms (stimulus onset), and a post-stimulus time-window from 0 ms (stimulus onset) to 80 ms were tested separately for pre- and post-stimulus intervals. Together, both intervals had a length of 160 ms, which is shorter than the ISI of the fastest RAS condition considered (i.e., 5 Hz, 200 ms ISI).

Cluster-based non-parametric randomization tests were performed for mean values of power and ITC between groups (Controls vs. DOPA-OFF and Controls vs. ON-DBS) and between conditions (DOPA-ON vs. DOPA-OFF and ON-DBS vs. DOPA-OFF). These tests control the type I error rate in experimental designs involving multiple comparisons by clustering adjacent time--frequency points exhibiting the same effect (cluster α = 0.05, 1000 randomizations; [@bb9000]). Results of power differences between groups and conditions were plotted as z-scores and significant clusters with p-values \< 0.05 were highlighted. Differences in the beta-band power and ITC as a function of time (between groups and between experimental conditions) were tested performing cluster-based non-parametric analyses of the sampling points of the curves as described above. We applied two-sample t-tests, pooled for comparisons between patients and control groups and paired-sample t-tests for comparisons between the different experimental conditions in patients, respectively.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Effects of levodopa and STN-DBS on resting-state EEG {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------------------------------

To test whether cortical activity was influenced by experimental conditions in the absence of sensory stimulation, we first investigated possible effects of levodopa and STN-DBS on absolute and relative spectral power of the resting-state EEG ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). We focused on spectral power recorded in the central ROI, since this region showed the most pronounced EEG-activity modulation in response to the RAS. Specifically, we intended to characterize beta-band resting-state power changes in this ROI in regard to the different treatments. To this end, we performed repeated-measures ANOVA with between-subjects factor Group (patients vs. controls) and within-subjects factors Frequency-Bands (delta, theta, alpha, beta, gamma) and Treatment (DOPA-OFF, DOPA-ON, OFF-DBS, ON-DBS). [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results of the ANOVA analysis for both relative and absolute power. Relative power measures are displayed in conjunction with absolute power to ensure an accurate evaluation of contributions to changes in relative power ([@bb0038]). Adjusting statistical significance for the number of tests that have been performed is recommended to control for type I errors (i.e., detecting an effect that is not present). Unfortunately, this procedure is often inflating type II errors (i.e., truly important differences are deemed non-significant) and thus missing real differences ([@bb0044]; [@bb0042; @bb0060]). Therefore, we report here the uncorrected results, as suggested by a number of statisticians ([@bb0061]; [@bb0044]; [@bb0042; @bb0060]; [@bb0062]; [@bb0063]). Highlighted are p-values, which would survive most conservative Bonferroni corrections (i.e., p-values \< 0.0025 for the 20 separate ANOVAs reported in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} are marked in bold, and p-values \< 0.00625 for the 8 power changes comparisons reported in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} are marked with an asterisk). It should be noted that all post-operative recordings took place after overnight withdrawal of anti-parkinsonian medication.

### 3.1.1. Relative power changes {#sec3.1.1}

For relative power we consistently found main effects of Frequency-Bands and Group (patients vs. controls, [Fig. 1D](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). The interaction between Frequency-Bands and Group reached significance in the comparison OFF-DBS vs. controls. Significant interaction effects between Frequency-Bands and Treatment were found in the comparison of the two pre-operative conditions DOPA-OFF and DOPA-ON with the two post-operative conditions OFF-DBS and ON-DBS. Compared to the pre-operative baseline measurement in the absence of dopaminergic medication (DOPA-OFF), a significant increase of relative power in the theta frequency band was observed for patients in both post-operative conditions (see [Fig. 1D](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, a significant reduction of relative power in the beta and gamma frequency range was observed for the post-hoc comparison DOPA-OFF vs. ON-DBS, pointing to a DBS-induced reduction of cortical high-frequency power (see [Fig. 1D](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).

In summary, after DBS surgery a shift of relative power from beta and gamma frequencies towards theta was evident in the group of PD patients.

### 3.1.2. Absolute power changes {#sec3.1.2}

In a similar vein, analysis of absolute power revealed main effects of Frequency-Bands and Group (patients vs. controls), and a significant interaction of factors Frequency-Bands and Group for the comparison OFF-DBS vs. controls. PD patients constantly displayed higher absolute power values than controls across all frequency bands --- except for beta-band activity in the comparison between controls and patients ON-DBS ([Fig. 1A, C](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, and in line with the results on relative power, significant interactions of factors Frequency-Bands and Treatment were found in the comparisons DOPA-OFF vs. OFF-DBS and ON-DBS, as well as DOPA-ON vs. OFF-DBS. In line with the results on relative power, post-hoc tests comparing absolute power between DOPA-OFF vs. OFF-DBS showed a significant increase in theta-band power for patients OFF-DBS. When directly comparing DOPA-OFF to ON-DBS, absolute beta and gamma power was significantly reduced in the ON-DBS condition. A similar reduction of absolute beta power with ON-DBS was also found in the post-hoc comparisons with the DOPA-ON condition. Notably, beta power in the ON-DBS condition was reduced compared to the OFF-DBS condition in the post-hoc contrast between ON-DBS vs. OFF-DBS (p = 0.025; see inset of [Fig. 1C](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). However, this difference did not survive a conservative Bonferroni correction (i.e., p \< 0.01).

Taken together, after surgery an increment of theta power with DBS switched OFF was observed in PD patients. Importantly, STN-DBS suppressed high-frequency activities and lowered in particular beta-band oscillatory power to control level.

### 3.1.3. Reliability of resting-state power recordings {#sec3.1.3}

The topographical patterns of absolute power in the EEG were similar for all frequency bands, irrespective of group or experimental condition ([Fig. 1B](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). The finding of consistent scalp topographies for resting-state activity before and after surgery --- as well as in comparison with the control group --- argues against a significant impact of DBS-artifacts and/or component rejections in our study. We cannot categorically exclude possible contributions from undetected DBS-artifact activity, but believe that the results reported here were not significantly biased by our careful artifact-removal procedure.

In order to investigate a possible influence of resting tremor on ongoing theta-band activity, we correlated absolute EEG theta power with the corresponding tremor power values as derived from simultaneous accelerometry recordings. To this end, we performed a spectral analysis (Fast Fourier Transform, same settings as for EEG analysis) for the accelerometer signals. Average tremor power values between 4 and 8 Hz were then computed for the two conditions DOPA-OFF and OFF-DBS, in the absence of anti-parkinsonian medication. Due to the non-normal distribution of tremor and theta power values (Shapiro--Wilk Test, alpha level = 0.05), p and rho values were calculated using non-parametric Spearman\'s correlations. Tremor power values did not correlate with theta-band power in the EEG, neither in the pre-operative condition DOPA-OFF (rho = −0.08; p = 0.82) nor in the post-operative condition OFF-DBS (rho = −0.45; p = 0.14). A direct comparison of tremor power between these two pre- and post-operative conditions did not show significant differences (W(11) = 25; 0.30; Wilcoxon signed rank test). To stay in line with the methods applied before in other studies of resting-state EEG in Parkinson\'s disease ([@bb0064]; [@bb0065]; [@bb0039]), we correlated absolute theta power values also with the corresponding tremor sub-scores in the motor subsection of the UPDRS (UPDRS part III, sum of items 20 and 21) of conditions DOPA-OFF (mean score 3.8 ± 3.9) and OFF-DBS (mean score 5.1 ± 3.1). UPDRS tremor scores did not correlate with theta-band power in the EEG, neither in the DOPA-OFF (rho = 0.21; p = 0.51) nor in the OFF-DBS condition (rho = 0.31; p = 0.38).

Consequently, it is improbable that tremor artifacts accounted for the observed post-operative theta power increase in the EEG, in accordance with previous results reported by [@bb0064] and [@bb0039].

3.2. Time--frequency analysis of event-related power changes and inter-trial coherence {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 3.2.1. Evoked and induced oscillations {#sec3.2.1}

Oscillatory signals can be defined by their amplitude and phase. Evoked oscillations are phase-locked to the stimuli, i.e., they reflect those components of the oscillatory signal whose phase is similar after every stimulus presentation. Evoked power can be considered as the frequency-domain equivalent of the event-related potential. In contrast, induced neuronal oscillations are not phase-locked to stimulus onset. We first carried out a time--frequency analysis of event-related changes in total power ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}), which comprises both induced and evoked oscillatory components. In order to disentangle which parts of the power responses are phase-locked to the stimuli, we analyzed inter-trial coherence (ITC; [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}).

In the following paragraphs and figures, time--frequency analysis results will be presented in succession, first for slow and then for fast RAS.

### 3.2.2. Total power changes during slow RAS {#sec3.2.2}

During slow RAS, two distinct peri-stimulus components could be differentiated in the EEG total power for healthy control participants (labeled I and II in [Fig. 2A](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). (I) From −70 to 0 ms *before* stimulus onset, low-frequency oscillations --- mainly in the beta-band --- displayed a local peak. As illustrated by the line plot graphs in [Fig. 2B--E](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, this pre-stimulus beta-power modulation was absent in all conditions in PD patients. (II) Immediately after stimulus onset, a phasic broad-band (4--80 Hz) power increase was evident, rapidly decaying within the first 120 ms. The duration of this broad-band peak was considerably increased (for \~50 ms) in PD patients ([Fig. 2B--E](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Irrespective of levodopa treatment, post-stimulus theta and alpha power was excessively high in patients before surgery ([Fig. 2B and C](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) compared to post-operative recordings ([Fig. 2D and E](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) or healthy controls ([Fig. 2A](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Cluster-based statistic of event-related power changes revealed pre-stimulus differences --- mainly within the beta-band --- for contrasts between patients in DOPA-OFF and ON-DBS vs. controls (cluster randomization test, p = 0.016 and p = 0.019, respectively; upper panels of [Fig. 3A and D](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).

### 3.2.3. Time courses of beta-band total power during slow RAS {#sec3.2.3}

As oscillatory activity in the beta-band (13--30 Hz) has repeatedly been postulated to play an important role in rhythm perception and audio-motor integration, we thoroughly examined changes in this particular frequency band and visualized its modulation profile as line plots in bottom panels of [Fig. 3A--D](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. The most salient power difference between patients and controls during slow RAS was consistently found shortly before stimulus onset. This increase of beta oscillatory activity preceding stimulus onset was absent in patients ([Fig. 3A and D](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). In the control group, auditory beta power modulation displayed a stereotypical triphasic profile (see line plots in lower panels of [Fig. 3A and E](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). A pre-stimulus beta power increase (−70--0 ms), returning to baseline levels around stimulus onset was followed by a post-stimulus beta power increase (20--100 ms). While controls showed a clear beta peak shortly (\~40 ms) before stimulus onset during slow RAS (marked by an arrowhead bottom panels of [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}), this pre-stimulus beta modulation was absent in patients in DOPA-OFF (cluster randomization test, p = 0.005\*) and ON-DBS (cluster randomization test, p = 0.015). Note that the post-stimulus beta modulation profile during slow RAS was largely similar between the two groups. Moreover, the contrast between the two post-operative conditions (ON versus OFF-DBS) was statistically not significant.

### 3.2.4. Inter-trial coherence (ITC) during slow RAS {#sec3.2.4}

[Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} depicts the phase-locking across trials as reflected in ITC values. According to this ITC analysis, only the second (post-stimulus) component of the two previously described response components contained phase-locked oscillatory activity ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, upper panels A--E). The early power increase (component II, 0--120 ms) was phase-locked across all frequencies and in particular in the gamma-frequency range around 40 Hz. In contrast, component I --- representing a pre-stimulus increase of beta power (13--30 Hz, −70--0 ms) --- was clearly not phase-locked to the stimulus and may therefore reflect an intrinsically generated oscillatory process. Cluster-based statistical analysis of the two peri-stimulus components did not show any significant ITC-difference for the abovementioned contrasts, neither in the whole frequency range (3--80 Hz), nor in the more specific analysis of temporal profiles of beta-band power (cluster randomization tests, p \> 0.05; data not shown).

### 3.2.5. Total power changes during fast RAS {#sec3.2.5}

At fast RAS, response modulations of the previously described total power response components were still apparent but generally less distinct and of lower magnitude compared to responses during slow auditory pacing (upper panels of [Fig. 2F--J](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, a pre-stimulus beta power increase was still present in healthy control subjects (component I in [Fig. 2F](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}), but this peak was never observed in PD patients. (II) Post-stimulus amplitude modulation was still dominated by a broad-band power increase in both patients and controls, albeit of shorter duration and smaller magnitude compared to slow RAS. Similar to slow RAS, periodic entrainment of theta-, alpha- and beta-power by fast RAS was especially pronounced before DBS surgery ([Fig. 2G and H](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). In the post-operative conditions, the overall response modulation level was in the same range as for healthy participants. In particular, the low-frequency content of the dominant broad-band power increase (component II) was much reduced during fast auditory pacing following DBS surgery ([Fig. 2I and J](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Cluster-based statistics of event-related power changes revealed a significant pre-stimulus deficiency of power predominantly in the beta-band in PD patients in DOPA-OFF when compared to controls (cluster randomization test, p = 0.006\*; upper panel of [Fig. 3E](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Post-stimulus differences in the beta-band were significant in the contrasts controls vs. DOPA-OFF (cluster randomization test, p = 0.034; upper panel of [Fig. 3E](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}), DOPA-OFF vs. ON-DBS (cluster randomization test, p = 0.013; upper panel of [Fig. 3F](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) and DOPA-ON vs. DOPA-OFF (cluster randomization test, p = 0.04; upper panel of [Fig. 3G](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).

### 3.2.6. Time courses of beta-band total power during fast RAS {#sec3.2.6}

The specific temporal dynamics of beta-band responses during fast RAS also displayed significant differences between patients and controls. For patients OFF medication, the periodic beta power fluctuations after stimulus onset appeared to be shifted ahead in time when compared to controls, DOPA-ON and ON-DBS (see line plots in [Fig. 3E--G](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the duration of these stimulus-induced beta peaks were significantly longer in patients OFF medication (peak width at half height, 106 ms) compared to controls (peak width, 46 ms; cluster randomization test, p = 0.027). A slight beta decrease, which characterized the power fluctuation immediately before stimulus onset in control subjects, was replaced by gradual ramping of beta power across stimulus onset in patients without levodopa (cluster randomization test, p = 0.045). Interestingly, both dopaminergic medication and DBS normalized the time course and peak duration of stimulus-driven beta power fluctuations in the fast RAS condition. This is illustrated by significant differences of beta power line plots for DOPA-ON compared to DOPA-OFF ([Fig. 3G](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}; cluster randomization test, p = 0.001\*) and ON-DBS compared to DOPA-OFF ([Fig. 3F](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}; cluster randomization test, p = 0.003\*). There was no longer a statistical difference between controls and patients with PD ON-DBS ([Fig. 3H](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Note that in the fast RAS condition, the pre-stimulus beta-band increase was still absent for patients with DBS-ON ([Fig. 3H](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). No statistical significant difference was found for the comparison between OFF- and ON-DBS in the processing of fast RAS.

### 3.2.7. Inter-trial coherence (ITC) during fast RAS {#sec3.2.7}

ITC analysis revealed that, as for the slow RAS condition, the pre-stimulus beta-modulation observed in control participants (component I) was not phase-locked to the auditory stimuli in PD patients. As for the slow RAS condition, cluster-based statistical analysis of the peri-stimulus components did not show any significant ITC-difference for the considered contrasts, neither when examining the whole frequency range (3--80 Hz), nor for the temporal profiles of beta power (cluster randomization tests, p \> 0.05; data not shown).

### 3.2.8. Interrelation between pre- and post-stimulus oscillatory activities {#sec3.2.8}

To test the interaction between pre- and post-stimulus beta-band oscillatory activities in controls and in patients for the four therapeutic conditions, correlations of pre- and post-event mean values of beta-band activities were calculated. Mean beta power as well as mean ITC values were computed for the two adjacent intervals considered for the peri-stimulus statistical analysis (i.e., a pre-stimulus time-window from −80 to 0 ms, and a post-stimulus time-window from 0 to 80 ms). Due to the non-normal distribution of beta power values (Shapiro--Wilk Test, alpha level = 0.05), p and rho values were calculated using non-parametric Spearman\'s correlations.

For slow RAS pre-stimulus beta power values did not correlate with post-stimulus beta power values, neither in controls (rho = −0.07; p = 0.83), nor in the four therapeutic conditions DOPA-OFF (rho = −0.21; p = 0.51), DOPA-ON (rho = −0.18; p = 0.57), OFF-DBS (rho = 0.02; p = 0.96), ON-DBS (rho = 0.24; p = 0.44). Notably, for the fast RAS instead, significant *negative* correlations were found in controls (rho = −0.67; p = 0.020), in patients in DOPA-OFF (rho = −0.71; p = 0.012) and in ON-DBS (rho = −0.70; p = 0.014). Patients in DOPA-ON (rho = −0.50; p = 0.099) and in OFF-DBS (rho = −0.49; p = 0.10) exhibited a negative correlation trend between pre- and post-stimulus beta power that did not reach significance.

As for beta-band power, at slow RAS pre-stimulus beta-band ITC values did not correlate with post-stimulus beta-band ITC values, neither in controls (rho = 0.20; p = 0.53), nor in the four therapeutic conditions DOPA-OFF (rho = −0.21; p = 0.51), DOPA-ON (rho = −0.34; p = 0.29), OFF-DBS (rho = −0.37; p = 0.24), ON-DBS (rho = −0.10; p = 0.77). Also at fast RAS, no significant correlations between pre- and post-stimulus beta-band ITC values were observed --- neither in controls (rho = −0.21; p = 0.51), nor in the four therapeutic conditions DOPA-OFF (rho = 0.14; p = 0.67), DOPA-ON (rho = =0.09; p = 0.78), OFF-DBS (rho = −0.37; p = 0.24), and ON-DBS (rho = 0.36; p = 0.26).

From this correlation analysis we can exclude carry over effects between pre- and post-event beta-band activities due to the temporal resolution of time frequency analysis and the temporal proximity of events. In such a case we would have expected significant *positive* correlations between pre- and post-stimulus beta activities, but this case was never observed.

Importantly, both the ITC analysis and the absence of any correlation between pre- and post-stimulus beta-band ITC values, suggest that the pre-stimulus beta-modulation in control persons was not phase-locked to the auditory stimuli, and thus the reported pre-stimulus differences are due to changes in intrinsically generated beta-band power.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

In this study, we have investigated the effects of dopaminergic medication and high-frequency STN-DBS on resting-state EEG-activity and on dynamics of EEG-responses to slow and fast RAS with a specific focus on oscillatory activity in the beta frequency range. Here, we provide the first evidence for deficient sensory processing of rhythmic auditory stimuli in patients with PD that is both tempo-dependent and sensitive to neuromodulatory treatment. First, chronic STN-DBS led to a reduction of cortical beta-band power in the resting-state, thus providing further support for a specific influence of STN-DBS on cortical beta activity. Second, in response to RAS beta-band power was consistently peaking shortly before stimulus onset in healthy subjects, which was never observed in PD patients. In the patients group the post-stimulus beta amplitude modulation was also highly abnormal. We could demonstrate that dopaminergic medication and STN-DBS restored a normalized beta modulation profile in patients during fast RAS, possibly reflecting alleviations of Parkinsonian symptoms with movement at faster rhythms.

4.1. Limitations of the approach {#sec4.1}
--------------------------------

It is conceivable that surgery-related skull defects such as incompletely sealed burr holes may have resulted in a distorted spread of scalp EEG signals ([@bb0069]; [@bb0070]). As discussed elsewhere in detail ([@bb0022]), in our study we did not observe topographical changes nor local enhancements of signal amplitude, which might be expected to emerge from skull defects. A further source of concern about perioperative EEG recordings may be related to the "stun" effect, a temporary post-operative amelioration of parkinsonism due to microlesions as a consequence of electrode implantation ([@bb0072]). Stun effects are of rather short duration and typically disappear within 1 month after surgery ([@bb0073]). In line with these reports, post-operative UPDRS-III scores in the OFF-DBS condition (assessed 3--5 months following surgery in the DOPA off state at time of recordings) were not significantly different from baseline pre-operative UPDRS-III scores (respectively 40 ± 10 and 34 ± 12; \[t(9) = −1.66; p = 0.13\], paired t-test). In fact, the slightly increased UPDRS-score argues against residual effects of surgery-related microlesions. Nevertheless, long-term carry-over effects of chronic high-frequency DBS may explain the lack of significant differences in the contrasts between the two post-operative conditions (ON versus OFF-DBS) in the processing of slow and fast RAS. Switching off the stimulator for 30 min was probably not sufficient to reestablish the pre-operative pathological oscillation activity. Indeed, at least 3 h OFF-DBS are required to estimate the whole clinical effect of stimulation ([@bb0029]).

The results of modulation effects of levodopa and DBS on the electrophysiological profile of PD patients could have been partially influenced by the standard procedure applied to test PD patients in the condition of levodopa withdrawal. For medical and ethical reasons, medication is usually suspended only during the night before the experimental recordings (for \~12 h). But this period of time is probably too short to reach a genuine dopa-off state, since the clinical effects of dopamine agonists and dopamine degrading inhibitors, which are frequently combined with levodopa treatment, are lasting for several days ([@bb0075]; [@bb0076]). Thus, long-term carry-over effects of anti-parkinsonian medication could not be completely excluded as a factor possibly influencing the electrophysiological profile of PD patients.

Given the temporal proximity of the events in the fast RAS to the oscillatory responses, some pre-stimulus oscillatory activity could potentially be also represented in the post-stimulus activity and vice versa. The local maxima and minima (i.e., the peaks of the power activity) are not shifted by the time--frequency analysis methods. As evidenced in [Fig. 3A and E](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, in controls the pre--post-event beta peaks are clearly separated by a local minima centered around the event, thus minimizing the probability of temporal smearing between these two separate components. Moreover, in patients the pre-stimulus beta is absent and the peak of post-stimulus beta activity is occurring at about 80 ms after stimulus, thus temporally distinct from pre-stimulus activities. Additionally, since all conditions and groups were analyzed with the same time--frequency settings, the significant differences between beta modulations in the different groups or conditions are still reliable, since equally influenced by the temporal resolution of time--frequency analysis applied. In conclusion, from the results of the correlations between pre- and post-event mean values of beta-band activities we can exclude carry over effects between pre- and post-event beta-band activities. In such a case we would have expected significant positive correlations between pre- and post-stimulus beta activities, but this case was never observed.

4.2. Resting-state spectral characteristics {#sec4.2}
-------------------------------------------

We first addressed the question of possible effects of neuromodulatory interventions on resting-state oscillatory dynamics, particularly focusing on the beta-band. One principal finding was an enhancement of absolute power across a broad range of frequencies in patients with PD compared to healthy controls. This global increase of absolute power in PD patients is in agreement with previous reports ([@bb0077]; [@bb0078]), which attributed this effect to a pathophysiological chain reaction initiated by the effects of dopamine denervation on BG-thalamo-cortical circuitries. In this concept, thalamo-cortical dysrhythmia (TCD), characterized by a pathological increase of low-frequency oscillatory bursting in thalamo-cortical modules, leads to a pathological augmentation of low- and high-frequency activities in the EEG ([@bb0077]).

To the best of our knowledge, the finding that theta-band power is increased in patients after DBS surgery is new. Slowing of EEG activity in comparison to healthy subjects is a consistent finding in patients with PD ([@bb0080]; [@bb0039]), and increased theta power has been associated with clinical measures of disease progression ([@bb0064]; [@bb0083]; [@bb0080]; [@bb0039]) and cognitive decline, respectively ([@bb0086; @bb0087]; [@bb0088]; [@bb0089]; [@bb0078]). It cannot be decided with certainty whether the observed theta increase after DBS surgery was related to progression of motor symptoms or reduced cognitive functions, as the latter were not specifically assessed in this study. However, it is of note that the mean patient\'s postoperative UPDRS-III motor performance OFF-DBS was only slightly worse compared to preoperative baseline recordings in DOPA-OFF (40 ± 10 and 34 ± 12, respectively; \[t(9) = −1.66; p = 0.13\], paired t-test), thus making a general aggravation of motor symptoms improbable as a cause for the postoperative theta increase. It is conceivable that the drastic reduction of chronic, longer lasting antiparkinsonian medication following surgery (\~40% in this patient sample) may have unmasked some low-frequency components in the spectral distribution, which were less prominent in the pre-operative recordings.

Importantly, compared to pre-operative baseline, STN-DBS also led to a marked reduction of beta- and gamma-power in both absolute and relative resting-state power spectra. There was no longer a statistical difference in absolute beta power between PD patients ON-DBS and controls. Furthermore, ON-DBS was associated with a reduction of beta power compared to OFF-DBS. Thus, STN-DBS had a strong influence on cortical high-frequency activities, particularly in the beta-band. In the context of the TCD framework, pathological elevations of coactivated neighboring thalamo-cortical modules at lower frequencies may result in aberrant high-frequency activity at cortical levels ([@bb0091]; [@bb0077]). DBS-induced modulation of inhibitory BG output to the thalamus may in turn reduce abnormal thalamo-cortical rhythmicity and normalize high frequency oscillatory power in cortical networks ([@bb0091]).

4.3. Event-related spectral changes {#sec4.3}
-----------------------------------

Auditory--motor coordination may depend upon temporally precise neuronal interactions across auditory and motor-related brain areas. A number of recent works have provided evidence for a specific role of beta-band modulation in motor timing ([@bb0021]; [@bb0095]; [@bb0096]). In PD patients, beta-band activity cannot be modulated as fast and efficiently as in the healthy brain ([@bb0010]; [@bb009]). Rhythmic auditory stimuli have recently been demonstrated to result in a periodic modulation of beta activity within the STN ([@bb0013]). At a cortical level, rhythmic auditory stimuli (presented in a passive listening task) also activate motor-related neural networks ([@bb0021]; [@bb0033]; [@bb00100]). Fujioka and colleagues observed prominent beta amplitude modulations within supplementary motor area and inferior frontal gyrus during fast auditory pacing ([@bb0021]). Given the intimate anatomical relationships of these two cortical areas with the STN ([@bb00102]; [@bb00103]; [@bb00104]), it is tempting to speculate that STN-DBS may specifically improve cortical beta-band modulation at faster stimulus rates via modulation of centrofrontal cortical activity. This is in fact what we observed in our study.

The beta increase that was found to precede stimulus onset in healthy subjects is consistent with the view of beta-band modulation playing an important role for timing functions. This distinct pre-stimulus component, peaking immediately before the expected stimulus onset, was absent in patients with PD, indicating a timekeeping abnormality for isochronous sounds. Both the analysis of inter-trial coherence and the absence of any correlation between pre- and post-stimulus beta-band ITC values suggest that the broadband response after the stimulus could be related to an auditory evoked response, while the pre-stimulus beta-modulation was not phase-locked to the auditory stimuli, and thus the reported pre-stimulus differences were due to changes in induced beta-band power. This observation is in line with the hypothesis that pre-stimulus beta-band activity could reflect an intrinsically generated neuronal modulation, which may serve predictive functions in rhythm-related tasks ([@bb00105]; [@bb008]; [@bb0096]; [@bb0020]).

While pre-stimulus abnormalities were seen for both slow and fast RAS, the post-stimulus beta modulation profile of patients with PD was remarkably unimpaired during slow, but severely impaired during fast RAS, especially when OFF medication. In controls, stimulus-driven beta amplitude modulation was temporally precise, irrespective of pacing frequency, starting only after stimulus presentation. During fast auditory pacing, the timing of this post-stimulus-beta amplitude modulation in patients without dopaminergic therapy became temporally sluggish and was shifted such that it started ramping already before stimulus onset. This may contribute to the loss of temporal alignment with external cues presented at high rates observed in PD patients. Interestingly, an additional evoked component was observed in the theta frequency range, emerging around 0.2 s post stimulus during slow RAS, and 0.1 s at fast RAS. Even if this component was not contained in the time window considered here for the peri-stimulus analysis, is intriguing to consider it as a pre-stimulus phase-reset for the next stimulus as described by [@bb00107] and [@bb00105].

Before DBS surgery, the stimulus-induced periodic modulations of broadband neural activity displayed excessively large oscillation amplitudes, reminiscent of exaggerated resonance or decreased suppression in response to repeating stimuli ([@bb0022]). Such abnormal sensory monitoring may hamper the ability of PD patients to respond appropriately to rhythmic auditory input and partially underlie their performance deficits during fast auditory pacing. Transferred into a clinical context, impaired entrainment of fast sensory rhythms could also contribute to the patients\' difficulties to synchronize their motor activity with external cues displayed at high rates ([@bb0052]; [@bb00110]). Furthermore, defective sensory processing may partly underlie dysrhythmic motor deficits of PD patients, such as the so-called "hastening phenomenon". Instead of precisely synchronizing with rhythmic external cues, PD patients involuntarily accelerate their motion. In this condition, impaired sensory processing characterized by abnormally high oscillation amplitudes could trigger activity along motor-related cortex-BG loops, decoupling the patient\'s motor output from higher order motor control areas and entraining it to a pathological motor rhythm which would then act to involuntarily pace motor actions ([@bb0050]; [@bb0052]; [@bb003]).

Interestingly, a more physiological post-stimulus alignment of beta amplitude modulation was restored by levodopa and STN-DBS --- specifically for fast auditory pacing --- together with a normalization of the peak size, which was found to be pathologically extended in OFF medication recordings before DBS surgery. The observed tempo-dependence of sensitivity to neuromodulatory treatment suggests a specific role for distinct cortex-basal ganglia circuitries for rhythm-related processing during fast auditory pacing. If sensory entrainment has an influence on auditory--motor coupling, it may thus be proposed that dopamine replacement therapy and STN-DBS may both improve performance of PD patients specifically under conditions of fast auditory pacing.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

In summary, our results provide evidence for disturbed timekeeping functions directly linked to altered beta-band activity in PD. In particular, we provide evidence for a rate-specific impairment of processing of fast auditory rhythms in PD patients that is both dopamine-dependent and sensitive to therapeutic modulation within cortex-basal ganglia networks. Given the proposed role of beta oscillations for interrelated processes such as rhythm perception, interval timing and sensorimotor coordination, an abnormal reactivity of beta-band responses to auditory stimuli --- as in the present study --- may contribute to auditory--motor coupling deficits in patients with PD. Conversely, in light of the normalizing effects of levodopa and STN-DBS described here, it is tempting to suggest that both treatments may allow for a more dynamic configuration of sensorimotor networks in response to fast RAS, possibly not only alleviating Parkinsonian impairments of audio--motor synchronization during fast auditory external pacing, but also affecting information processes relying on the extraction of predictable temporal cues in both auditory perception and rhythmic activities ([@bb00105]; [@bb0018]; [@bb0020]).
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![Effects of treatment on resting-state EEG in the central ROI. Analysis of absolute and relative power in controls and in patients for the four therapy conditions. Absolute and relative power spectra were subdivided into five frequency bands (delta, 2--4 Hz; theta, 4--8 Hz; alpha, 8--13 Hz; beta, 13--30 Hz; gamma, 30--48 Hz). (A) Comparison of absolute power spectra. Inset, location of the seven averaged electrodes of the central ROI used for analysis of power. (B) Topographies of absolute power for controls and patient groups. (C) Absolute power in the five frequency bands. Inset, enlarged version of the distribution for absolute beta-band power. (D) Relative power in the five frequency bands. Error bars indicate SEM.](gr1){#f0005}

![Mean total power and power time courses. (A--E) Effects of slow RAS on total power in controls and in patients for the four therapeutic conditions. Top panels show time--frequency plots of the total power averaged across rhythmic auditory stimulation at 1, 1.5 and 2 Hz. Two peri-stimulus response components were identified in mean total power (A): (I) pre-stimulus power increase involving in particular beta frequencies (13--30 Hz, −70--0 ms); (II) an early power increase (4--80 Hz, 0--120 ms). Bottom panels show peri-stimulus total power time courses for the theta-, alpha-, beta- and gamma-band. (F--J) Effects of fast RAS on total power. Top panels show time--frequency plots of the total power averaged across rhythmic auditory stimulation at 4, 4.5 and 5 Hz. Boxes in (F) indicate the same two response components as in (A). Bottom panels show peri-stimulus total power time courses. The "fast RAS" group contains auditory pacing frequencies up to 5 Hz, i.e., with an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 200 ms. Note that the epochs plotted here are longer than ISIs for the "fast RAS" condition and thus contain responses to more than one stimulus. All time--frequency plots and power time courses display signal change (in %) relative to the average across the entire data epoch.](gr2){#f0010}

![Mean differences and time courses of beta-band total power. (A−H, top panels) Mean power differences at slow RAS (auditory stimulation at 1, 1.5 and 2 Hz) and fast RAS (auditory stimulation at 4, 4.5 and 5 Hz). Unmasked regions in the plots show significantly different z-score clusters (A−H, bottom panels). Time courses of beta-band power at slow and fast RAS. Arrowheads indicate the pre-stimulus beta power increase (−70--0 ms) observed in controls. Gray shaded areas in the bottom panels show significantly different beta-band changes. The "fast RAS" group contains auditory pacing frequencies up to 5 Hz, i.e., with an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) interval of 200 ms. Note that the epochs plotted here are longer than ISIs for the "fast RAS" condition and thus contain responses to more than one stimulus. The peri-stimulus frames marked in the panels represent the time interval used for statistical testing of differences of event-related power changes for the entire considered frequency range (3--80 Hz; upper panels) and for beta-power time courses (for details see methods section). Testing was confined to this time interval to avoid overlapping with preceding or successive stimulus events. All time--frequency plots and power time courses display signal change (in %) relative to the average across the entire data epoch.](gr3){#f0015}

![ITC spectral characteristics and time courses. (A--E) Effects of slow RAS on ITC in controls and in patients for the four therapy conditions. Top panels show time--frequency plots of the ITC computed across all trials with auditory stimulation at 1, 1.5 and 2 Hz. The boxes in the upper panels of (A) indicate the position of the two power-response components as described in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. Bottom panels show ITC courses for the theta-, alpha-, beta- and gamma-band. Note that only response component II shows phase-locking to the stimulus. (F--J) Effects of fast RAS on ITC. Top panels show time--frequency plots of the ITC computed across all trials with auditory stimulation at 4, 4.5 and 5 Hz. Boxes in (F) indicate the same two response components as in (A). Bottom panels show ITC time courses. The "fast RAS" group contains auditory pacing frequencies up to 5 Hz, i.e., with an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 200 ms. Note that the epochs plotted here are longer than ISIs for the "fast RAS" condition and thus contain responses to more than one stimulus. This also explains the higher baseline offset for fast RAS (0.2) than for slow RAS (0.1), since the mean ITC-value across the whole epoch served as baseline.](gr4){#f0020}

###### 

Clinical and demographic characteristics.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Case   Gender\   Disease\    H&Y   Pre-op\       Pre-op UPDRS   DBS parameters for:\           Post-op\                             Post-op UPDRS               
         age       duration\         medication\                  left electrode (first row);\   medication\                                                      
                   (years)           (LEDD)                       right electrode (second row)   (LEDD)                                                           
  ------ --------- ----------- ----- ------------- -------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------------ --------------- ----- ----- -----
  1      m, 66     11          3.5   2022 mg       28             14                             130 Hz, 1−, 4.0 V, 60 µs\            1357 mg         28    13    N/A
                                                                                                 130 Hz, 5−, 2.8 V, 60 µs                                         

  2      m, 60     12          2     1049 mg       26             9                              240 Hz, 1+, 2−, 3−, 4.9 V, 120 µs\   962 mg          N/A   N/A   N/A
                                                                                                 240 Hz, 5+, 6−, 7−, 4.4 V, 120 µs                                

  3      f, 57     12          2.5   1422 mg       20             9                              130 Hz, 1−, 2−, 2.2 V, 60 µs\        582 mg          N/A   2     1
                                                                                                 130 Hz, 5−, 6−, 2.2 V, 60 µs                                     

  4      f, 54     20          3     1241 mg       22             11                             130 Hz, 1−, 2−, 3.0 V, 60 µs\        597 mg          26    23    17
                                                                                                 130 Hz, 5−, 6−, 2.6 V, 60 µs                                     

  5      f, 66     14          3     760 mg        48             27                             130 Hz, 1−, 2−, 3.9 V, 60 µs\        938 mg          44    25    19
                                                                                                 130 Hz, 6−, 7−, 3.6 V, 90 µs                                     

  6      f, 69     12          3     806 mg        47             42                             200 Hz, 1−, 2−, 3.2 V, 60 µs\        660 mg          38    24    16
                                                                                                 200 Hz, 5−, 6−, 3.0 V, 60 µs                                     

  7      m, 68     6           2     972 mg        32             18                             210 Hz, 1−, 2−, 3.2 V, 60 µs\        549 mg          33    12    10
                                                                                                 210 Hz, 5−, 6−, 3.2 V, 60 µs                                     

  8      m, 56     20          3     1131 mg       57             17                             130 Hz, 1−, 3.2 V, 60 µs\            635 mg          57    25    10
                                                                                                 130 Hz, 9−, 3.5 V, 60 µs                                         

  9      f, 68     13          4     1431 mg       26             16                             130 Hz, 2−, 1.9 V, 60 µs\            497 mg          44    27    19
                                                                                                 130 Hz, 10−, 1.9 V, 60 µs                                        

  10     m, 57     15          3     1437 mg       23             18                             130 Hz, 1−, 2−, 3.0V, 60 µs\         943 mg          52    32    27
                                                                                                 130 Hz, 9−, 10−, 3.0V, 60 µs                                     

  11     f, 59     11          3     397 mg        26             12                             200 Hz, 2−, 2.0 V, 60 µs\            56 mg           41    22    15
                                                                                                 200 Hz, 10−, 2.5 V, 60 µs                                        

  12     f, 53     11          2     912 mg        31             17                             130 Hz, 1−, 2−, 2.3 V, 60 µs\        180 mg          37    18    14
                                                                                                 130 Hz, 9−, 10−, 2.5 V, 60 µs                                    
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Column "H&Y": Hoehn & Yahr stages. Columns "Pre-op medication", "Post-op medication": levodopa equivalent daily doses (LEDD). Column " DBS parameters": stimulation frequency (Hz), active contacts, impulse amplitude (V), impulse width (µs) for left and right electrode, respectively. For the left electrode (first row), contact 0 was the most ventral and contact 3 was the most dorsal. For the right electrode (second row), contact 4 (or 8 in case of Activa PC stimulator) was the most ventral and contact 7 (or 11 in case of Activa PC stimulator) was the most dorsal.

###### 

Repeated measures ANOVA for effects of treatment and group on resting-state EEG.

  Repeated measures ANOVA   Factors       Interaction of factors   p-values of post-hoc analyses for:                                                                                                
  ------------------------- ------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------------ ------------- -------------- ------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ---------- ----------
  Relative power                                                                                                                                                                                     
   DOPA-OFF vs. DOPA-ON                                                                                                                                                                              
   Frequency-Bands          4,44          3.787                    .048                                 [4,44]{.ul}   [3.416]{.ul}   [.050]{.ul}   **.006**     .044                                 
   Levodopa                 [1,11]{.ul}   [4.374]{.ul}             [.060]{.ul}                                                                                                                       
   DOPA-OFF vs. OFF-DBS                                                                                                                                                                              
   Frequency-Bands          4,44          6.547                    .005                                 4,44          8.779          .003                       **\<.001**                .027       .017
   Surgery                  1,11          .297                     .597                                                                                                                              
   DOPA-OFF vs. ON-DBS                                                                                                                                                                               
   Frequency-Bands          4,44          3.831                    .039                                 **4,44**      **13.115**     **\<.001**    **.008**     **\<.001**                **.002**   **.006**
   Surgery                  1,11          .086                     .775                                                                                                                              
   DOPA-OFF vs. controls                                                                                                                                                                             
   Frequency-Bands          **4,88**      **9.217**                **\<.001**                           4,88          1.178          .317          .015                                              
   Group                    1,22          7.139                    .014                                                                                                                              
   DOPA-ON vs. OFF-DBS                                                                                                                                                                               
   Frequency-Bands          **4,44**      **9.435**                **.001**                             4,44          3.845          .034                       .018                                 
   Surgery                  1,11          3.511                    .088                                                                                                                              
   DOPA-ON vs. ON-DBS                                                                                                                                                                                
   Frequency-Bands          4,44          5.345                    .013                                 4,44          2.625          .047                       .041                      .015       
   Surgery                  1,11          3.543                    .087                                                                                                                              
   DOPA-ON vs. controls                                                                                                                                                                              
   Frequency-Bands          **4,88**      **12.319**               **\<.001**                           4,88          .180           .842                                                            
   Group                    1,22          4.454                    .046                                                                                                                              
   OFF-DBS vs. ON−DBS                                                                                                                                                                                
   Frequency-Bands          **4,44**      **9.527**                **\<.001**                           4,44          .979           .404                                                            
   DBS                      1,11          .348                     .567                                                                                                                              
   OFF-DBS vs. controls                                                                                                                                                                              
   Frequency-Bands          **4,88**      **22.819**               **\<.001**                           4,88          3.335          .014                       .037                                 .049
   Group                    1,22          8.709                    .007                                                                                                                              
   ON-DBS vs. controls                                                                                                                                                                               
   Frequency-Bands          **4,88**      **12.574**               **\<.001**                           4,88          1.640          .195                                                 .034       
   Group                    1,22          6.414                    .019                                                                                                                              
  Absolute power                                                                                                                                                                                     
   DOPA-OFF vs. DOPA-ON                                                                                                                                                                              
   Frequency-Bands          **4,44**      **29.383**               **\<.001**                           [4,44]{.ul}   [3.423]{.ul}   [.053]{.ul}   .016                                              
   Levodopa                 1,11          .600                     .455                                                                                                                              
   DOPA-OFF vs. OFF-DBS                                                                                                                                                                              
   Frequency-Bands          **4,44**      **43.843**               **\<.001**                           4,44          8.625          .005          .013         **.003**                             .037
   Surgery                  1,11          .584                     .461                                                                                                                              
   DOPA-OFF vs. ON-DBS                                                                                                                                                                               
   Frequency-Bands          **4,44**      **30.879**               **\<.001**                           **4,44**      **14.752**     **\<.001**                                           **.008**   **.008**
   Surgery                  1,11          2.391                    .150                                                                                                                              
   DOPA-OFF vs. controls                                                                                                                                                                             
   Frequency-Bands          **4,88**      **71.830**               **\<.001**                           4,88          1.122          .335          .050         .030         **.002**     **.006**   **.003**
   Group                    **1,22**      **18.627**               **\<.001**                                                                                                                        
   DOPA-ON vs. OFF-DBS                                                                                                                                                                               
   Frequency-Bands          **4,44**      **70.890**               **\<.001**                           4,44          3.535          .049                       .038                                 
   Surgery                  1,11          .045                     .836                                                                                                                              
   DOPA-ON vs. ON-DBS                                                                                                                                                                                
   Frequency-Bands          **4,44**      **49.447**               **\<.001**                           4,44          2.492          .105                                                 **.002**   .020
   Surgery                  1,11          11.963                   .005                                                                                                                              
   DOPA-ON vs. controls                                                                                                                                                                              
   Frequency-Bands          **4,88**      **122.296**              **\<.001**                           4,88          .192           .837          **\<.001**   **.001**     **\<.001**   **.010**   **.005**
   Group                    **1,22**      **24.134**               **\<.001**                                                                                                                        
   OFF-DBS vs. ON-DBS                                                                                                                                                                                
   Frequency-Bands          **4,44**      **64.007**               **\<.001**                           4,44          1.108          .350                                    .039         .025       
   DBS                      [1,11]{.ul}   [4.339]{.ul}             [.061]{.ul}                                                                                                                       
   OFF-DBS vs. controls                                                                                                                                                                              
   Frequency-Bands          **4,88**      **176.203**              **\<.001**                           4,88          3.035          .021          **.002**     **\<.001**   **\<.001**   .021       .018
   Group                    **1,22**      **20.167**               **\<.001**                                                                                                                        
   ON-DBS vs. controls                                                                                                                                                                               
   Frequency-Bands          **4,88**      **120.963**              **\<.001**                           4,88          1.423          .249          .026         **0.009**    .022                    .044
   Group                    1,22          9.359                    .006                                                                                                                              

The reported values are degrees of freedom (df), F- and p-values for all the performed repeated measures ANOVA for both relative and absolute power changes. The within-subjects factors are Frequency-Bands (delta, theta, alpha, beta, gamma) and Treatment (Levodopa, Surgery, DBS). The between-subjects factor is Group (patients vs. controls). Results of the repeated measures ANOVA with p values still significant after Bonferroni corrections for the 20 separate ANOVAs are highlighted in bold (i.e., p \< 0.0025), while results with p-values between ≥0.05 and ≤0.06 are reported in underlined font. If significant effects of factor Treatment or significant interactions between factor Treatment and factor Frequency-Bands were found in the ANOVA, post-hoc p-values for t-test comparisons between single frequency bands are reported. For post-hoc tests, p-values still significant after Bonferroni corrections are reported in bold (i.e., p \< 0.01).
